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Background
World Total Final Energy 
Consumption (IEA)
Absorption heat pump (AHP)
 highly efficient space heating & cooling
 utilization of low-grade energy: waste 
heat, concentrated solar heat 
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• High boiling point
• Good affinity with refrigerants
• high chemical and thermal stability
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 Screening Criteria of IL used in NH3 AHP
 By means of performance optimization
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Thermodynamic Cycle Description
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• In a steady state.
• The solution is in equilibrium states while leaving ABS and 
GEN. 
• The refrigerant in outlets of CON or EVA is saturated.
• 5 K for the pinch temp. difference in SHX.







Vapor Liquid Equilibria for NH3/ILs
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 Equilibrium criterion
 Psat is from Antoine equation.
 Activity is from NRTL model,
where
To correlate solubility of 
NH3 and then predict it.✓
Enthalpies of solutions
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 Total enthalpy of solution by
 NH3’s data are from NIST refporp.
 pure IL
where, Cp is from the experimental data.
 is neglected here.
To determine enthalpy 
of state points.✓
Optimization problem
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 A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is implemented











IL Cp 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 in linear 




to link Mass- and Molar
properties
• 8 parameters in total
• to describe IL and its mixture
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VLE correlation results
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 Based on 9 NH3/ILs
Cp of pure ILs
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 61 Cp values v.s. Mw (298.15 K)





• Almost Linear trend for Molar based Cp
• Constant values for mass-based
• Cp also has a linear trend with T
✓
Constraints summary
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		  		[J/(gK)] 
Low limit -1 -200 -5000 -10 -10000 -1000 0 1.3 200
Up limit 2 100 15000 100 2500 100 1000 2 400
Optimization results
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 At the condition of Tgen/Tcon/Tabs/Teva=120/45/45/10 oC












Result -0.077 -88.572 14635 -9.995 -9256.44 -2.331 0.879 200
COP f
Result 1.81 2.91
• Low value of Mw✓
Optimization results
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 VLE result
• Optimum result holds a better absorption capability of NH3.
• NH3 concentration difference between in- and outlet of ABS 
is larger for the optimum pair.
✓
Optimization results
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 Cp
• Optimum IL has a lower Cp✓
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Conclusions
 A property-optimization work has been introduced to 
screen ideal IL in AHP.
 Relevant experimental data has been summarized.
 The optimum COP is 1.81.
 To realize this, ideal IL candidates should show high 
absorption capabilities, large NH3 solubility difference 
between in- and outlet of generator, low heat 
capacities and low molecular weights.
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